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THE THREE-POLE, TWO-ZERO APPROXIMATION OF A

MAXIMALLY FLAT TIME-DELAY NETWORK WITH CONSTANT INPUT RESISTANCE

•I. INTRODUCTION

The need for a time-delay network often arises in applications

where two or more signal paths are used to transmit information to a

summing point and the relative time position or difference between the

two signals is of interest. If the signal is transmitted over two sig

nal paths of unequal length, there will be a time difference indicated

at the summing point. In order to correct for this time difference, a

time delay may be inserted in the shorter of the two paths, with a de

lay equal to the difference in the propogation times of the paths.

As a particular example, consider an oscilloscope. An oscilloscope

is normally used to display a voltage amplitude versus time. The ver

tical deflection is accomplished by an amplifier with selectable gain,

and the horizontal deflection is accomplished by applying a sawtooth

waveform to an amplifier which drives the horizontal deflection plates.

In order to use an oscilloscope to view the leading edge of a step

input applied to the vertical amplifier, it is necessary to incorporate

a delay line in the vertical signal path. A sample of the vertical sig

nal is then obtained before the signal reaches the delay line, and this

sample is used as the input signal to the horizontal circuitry. During

the time the vertical signal is traversing the delay line, the sweep

generator receives the sampled signal, processes it, unblanks the cath

ode ray tube, and starts the horizontal sweep. The display produced



thus begins with a horizontal line and some time later the vertical

information arrives and is displayed. The vertical delay line typi

cally consists of a specially wound two-conductor coaxial cable with a

3dB bandwidth in excess of 100MHz and a delay time of 150 ns.

To use an oscilloscope to display two signals in an x-y mode (one

signal versus the other), it is necessary to disconnect the sweep gen

erator from the horizontal deflection amplifier, and insert instead the

signal that will produce the horizontal deflection. When this is done

there is usually about 100 ns more delay in the vertical channel than

there is in the horizontal channel. This difference is due to the fact

that the horizontal channel does not have a delay line in it, but the

vertical channel does. In order to obtain accurate and convenient

phase measurements using Lissajous patterns, it is desirable to equal

ize the delay in each channel. The insertion of an appropriate time-

delay network in the horizontal channel accomplishes this.

1.1 Definition of Time Delay

The term time delay is commonly given two definitions. Consider

the transfer characteristic G21(s) =e_sT, which represents the ideal

time-delay transfer function. Let s= juo, so that G21(jw) =eJu .

Here the magnitude function is equal to unity and the phase function is

equal to -cjT. The phase delay of the transfer function is defined as

the phase function divided by the frequency, or
oT

-T. The group

-d(uT) _ _Tidelay, or envelope delay, is defined by the derivative —£•

This means that the group delay is equal to the slope of the phase func

tion versus frequency. This second definition of time delay, the group



delay, is the one chosen for discussion in this thesis, since the phase

delay is a transcendental function, but its derivative is rational.

For example, the transfer function of the maximally flat time-delay net

work with two poles and no zeroes is (from 10, p. 388):

G2i(s) =3+ 3s + s2

G?i(jaj) =3-to* +j3w

(1.1)

(1.2)

The phase function, 0(co), of this expression is simply the phase func

tion of the numerator minus the phase function of the denominator.

0(w) =tan"1 0-tan" y^r

The phase delay of this transfer function is then:

to
-1 tan"1 J^

dto

9 + 3c

(1.3)

Phase delay = *^ = - f tan"" ^ (1.4)

This is a transcendental function, which means that it cannot be

solved directly for to given some phase delay except by successive trial

and error substitution of to.

However, the group delay is found to be a rational expression as

follows:

Group delay =-%^- = 1 (tan"1 ^2) (1.5)

9 + 3toz + u)4

Given some group delay, this expression may be solved directly for

to since it is a quartic equation in co and is therefore rational.

To insure maximally flat delay versus frequency, it seems ob-



vious that it is desirable to continue taking higher order derivatives

of the phase function and set all of these derivatives equal to zero at

oj = 0. This ensures that the slope of time delay versus frequency will

be as flat as possible over the frequency range of interest. This pro

cess becomes yery laborious and awkward when the number of roots of the

transfer function exceeds four or five, and, unfortunately, a computer

does not relieve the drudgery since the process is algebraic rather

than arithmetic.

•b
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II. APPROXIMATION

2.1 Approximation Methods

Many methods of approximating the ideal time-delay transfer char

acteristic appear in the literature (1,4,9,10). These approximations

generally make use of some form of an infinite series expansion of

e" , with truncation of the series determining the order of the equa

tion. The equation is then used to synthesize a network. The equation

that results from these techniques is generally an all-pole expression

in s, with the understanding that if twice the delay is required, right-

half plane zeroes that are images of the left-hand plane poles may be

included (in which case the number of poles equals the number of zeroes).

This procedure, while fast and accurate, is not always the most

practical method for obtaining the desired time delay. The networks

that result may not lend themselves to ease of adjustment, or they may

be restricted as to the type of source impedance required.

If the source impedance is small (voltage source) the all pole

functions work well. If the source impedance is large (current source)

the all pole functions still work well, but the network that is required

is different than that required for the voltage source.

If the network is to provide a known delay regardless of the source

impedance, some additional thought is necessary. Obviously, this re

quirement implies that the input impedance of the network must be con

stant versus frequency over the frequency range of interest if mechanical

switching using relays, etc., is to be avoided when the source impedance

is changed.



One method of obtaining a constant input impedance involves the.use

of active devices as isolating and impedance matching stages, with a

fixed-precision resistor providing the input impedance. Due to consid

erations of reliability, cost, complexity, and stability versus time

and temperature, this method is less desirable than a passive filter.

This thesis discusses a network that is desired to have the follow

ing characteristics:

1) Maximally flat time delay versus frequency.

2) Constant input impedance versus frequency.

3) A balanced input and output.

4) A 3dB bandwidth from DC to above 2MHz.

5) 50ft impedance level per side to ground.

6) A nominal delay of 100 ns with a ± 10 ns adjustment
range.

The network shown in Figure 1.1 will be considered.

: l 2

Figure 1.1. The series combination of a low-pass network
and an LC lattice.

MM
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Subnetwork two of Figure 1.1 is capable of exhibiting constant

input impedance and is an all-pass lattice network. Subnetwork one

of Figure 1.1 is also capable of exhibiting constant input impedance

if the proper relationships are chosen for the components, and is a

low-pass network. Therefore the total network is capable of exhibiting

constant input impedance and low-pass transmission.

The general transfer function of the network is

G"<s> =<ife> T0bn + biS + SzJ » (2.1)

where the first term represents the low-pass network, and the second

term represents the LC lattice. (See Appendix for derivation of G2i(s))

Since the number of zeroes does not equal the number of poles the

usual techniques involving infinite series approximations will not work

here. Instead, the method of setting the first derivative of the phase

angle equal to the low frequency delay and all higher order derivatives

equal to zero at oj = 0 is used.

2.2 Derivation of Coefficients

Multiplying and substituting jto for s in the general transfer

function (Eq. 2.1) yields

r / • \ _ bpc - cto2 - joibiC
2ilJw; " b0c-toz(bi+c) - j(aiJ-u(b0+bic)) '

/ (b0c-cu2)2+(ublC)2 iarT1 ^^
V/(boC-co2(b1+c))2+(a]3-a)(b0+b1c)T2 &QL ^j^affijffi

(2.2)

(2.3)



The net phase function 0(u) is found to be

jqC-Cco2 boC-coz,M -.,(.)-e2t.) -tan"' ^ -tan"' "^0ff

The time delay can be determined as

T _ dg(gj) _ d6i (to) _ d62(co)
dw dto du

,.kr2
to c

vto2b1c2-bnbiC2
+to2(b1zcz-2b0c/)+b0zcz

+(b1+c)+co2(bnb1+b12c-2bnC+b1c2)+bnb1c2+bn;
3+o)4(c2+b12!-2b0)+co2(b12c2-2boC2+bo2)+b02c^

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

In order to simplify the calculations and to facilitate compar

ison with other networks in the literature it is desirable to arbitrar

ily set the low frequency delay equal to one second. The final network

can then be scaled for the desired delay.

Limit dg(u) _ bnb]C2 bnbiC2+bn2c _ 2bic+bn = T = i n ...
,., ^ n H,, " " Y,l'lr1 U.'lrl bQC "

(2.7)

-> 0 dto b^ b77

bo -^f or bl =M§=li
c-1

(2.8)

To identify the other variables higher order derivatives are ob

tained and set equal to zero at to = 0. The second derivatives are

shown below.

d281(o)) _ 4co3b0b1c'Hai(2bnb13c'+-6bn2b1c'+)
dco2 " to2(2b0b1zc4-4b03c4)+b01+c4

(2.9)

d2e?(ai)
dar ...+2b02c2w2(b02+b12c2-2b0c2)+b04c4

(The reason for excluding terms of higher order than to3

+4co3(3b02b1c2-b0b13c2-b0b1c1+-b02b.12c+2b03c)
+2ui(3bn2b1C4-bnb13C4-bn4c) (2JQ)

will soon become apparent.)



These expressions are both quotients of odd to even polynomials.

With expressions of this type, the higher order derivatives become in

creasingly complex, and it is difficult to avoid algebraic errors in

the process of obtaining them. Therefore a simplification was sought.

Consider the truncated general case shown in equation 2.11 for the

second derivative of a quotient of an even order numerator to an even

order denominator. Only the lower order terms are shown. By continuing

to take derivatives and dropping all high order terms the resulting

expressions are obtained.

d28((o)
;—t*-

do>r
... + lo5F + to3D + toE
... + to4A + to2C + R

(2.11)

d3eU)
dto3

+ to4(-3AE+CD+5RF) + u2(-CE+3DR) + ER i2 ila)
... + co4(2RA+C2) + to2(2CR) + R2 V' ;

d4e(a))
dto4

+ co(6DR3-6CER2)
+ to^(4CRJ) + R4

d5e(co) = ... + a)2(6CER2-6DR3) + R4(6DR3-6CER2)
dub T^T^

(2.11b)

(2.11c)

Here the even derivatives are all equal to zero if w = 0, and

therefore yield no useful information. It is only the odd derivatives

which are useful. The limits of the odd derivatives are:

(2.12)Limit d36(to) _ E_
oj+O dw3 R

Limit d5e(oj) = 6DR-6CE
co^O doib R2

(2.12a)

On examination of these limits it is seen that only the coeffi

cients C, D, E, and R are involved. These are coefficients appearing
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in the second derivative (Eq. 2.11), and are the coefficients of terms

of order to3 and lower. The coefficients of terms of higher order than

to3 do not appear in the limits, and this is why they were not shown

in equation 2.10. The second derivatives of both e^w) (Eq. 2.9) and

e2(uo) (Eq. 2.10) have the same form as equation 2.11. Calculation of

the third derivative limits proceeds by identifying the appropriate

coefficients in equations 2.9 and 2.10, and substituting them in equa

tion 2.12 as shown below.

Limit d39i (to) _ £
oH-0 du3 R

Limit d392(^) = E
uK) du3 R

2bnb!3c4-6bn2biC4
bnV^

6bn2b1c4-2bpb13c4-2bn4c
bn4c

(2.13)

(2.14)

Subtracting equation 2.14 from 2.13 gives the third derivative limit

of the phase function (Eq. 2.4). Equating this to zero yields:

Limit d30(to)
io+O dto3

2b13c3-6b0b1c3+b03 = 0

The fifth derivative limits are found in the same manner, but equation

2.12a is used in place of equation 2.12. The result is shown below.

^ ^fe1 = 10bob13c5-10bo2b1c^-2b15c5-b05 =0 (2.16)

There are now three independent equations in three unknowns. The

solution of these equations for c yields the following equation:

c6 - 6c5 + 15c4 + Oc3 - 45c2 - 90c + 45 = 0 ' (2.17)

Even with the above simplifications, the number of algebraic ma

nipulations required was excessive and very time consuming. A still

simpler method was therefore sought.

(2.15)
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Since the total time delay of the network must be the sum of the

time delay of the low-pass plus the time delay of the lattice, and

since for maximally flat time delay this sum must be less than or

equal to one second for all oj, the following relationship holds:

2b1tOZ+2bnb| . -r . -, n .r... ,-n ,^ -jg\
,•>, 2 + k 2a. 2fK 2 ok L k ill 1.0 for all:z+toz boz+u (b1z-2b0)+to4 to .

Here the first term is the time delay of the low-pass network, and

the second term is the time delay of the lattice. Rewriting this equa

tion yields

cb02+2b0b1c2-c2bo2+u2(cbi2-2b0c+2b1c2+2b0b1-b12c2+2boc2-bo2)

+to4(c+2b1-b12-c2+2b0) - to6 <. 0 for all to. (2.19)

Equating the constants to zero at to = 0 yields

2blC+b0-b0c =0; or b0= ^ and b: =b"^-1) • (2.20)

Equating the coefficients of the to2 term to zero and substituting

for bx (Eq. 2.20) yields

3b0c2-bo2c3-3b0c-3bo-12c2-12c3 = 0; (2.21)

or

12c2(c-l)
(c-l)3+4 '

bn(c-l) 6c(c-l)2
2c (c-l)3+4

(2.22)

(2.23)

Equating the coefficients of the to4 term to zero and substituting

for b0(Eq. 2.22) and'b^Eq. 2.23) yields

c6-6c5+15c4+0c3-45c2-90c+45 = 0. (2.24)
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This equation is identical to equation 2.17 which was obtained .us

ing the derivative method. The solution of equation 2.24 yielded

coefficients which gave maximally flat time delay. While both methods

yield the desired coefficients, the inequality method is by far the

fastest and easiest to use.

Before the inequality method was used, the author used the deriv

ative method to obtain the coefficients of the transfer function of the

two-pole, two-zero lattice configuration for maximally flat time delay.

The results checked with the coefficients obtained by the usual trun

cated infinite series approach. The three-pole, three-zero case was

also calculated using derivatives and the results again checked.
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III GENERAL TRANSFER FUNCTION

The final sixth order equation was solved for c using a computer

program and values for b0 and bi were obtained from equations 2.22 and

2.23. The resulting transfer function normalized for one second delay

and one ohm input impedance is shown below.

r ( \ -( 3-334 w18-62 - 6.52s + s2>.
is+3.334M18.62 + 6.52s + sz< (3.1)

This equation uniquely defines the transfer function for the two-

zero, three-pole maximally flat time delay network. The pole-zero

plot is shown in Figure 3.1. +j(

-3.26+J2.83
X

3.26+J2.83

O

3.26-J2.83

Figure 3.1 S-plane pole-zero plot of the
three-pole, two-zero maximally flat
time-delay network approximation norm
alized to one second delay.
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IV SYNTHESIS

4.1 Synthesis of Network

The low-pass constant-resistance network may now be realized

using standard synthesis techniques. (10, p363)

Z
a

r
(J- —

4-

e.
in Zb e

o
-

in

Figure 4.1 Constant-resistance network model

1 3.334

2i 1+Yb s+3.334

1 =

21

1 + I,

3.334 1 This represents

1

s 3s a capacitance
TO"

3s

10

1+ZL
1 + 15 " 3£

3s 10
+ 1

; This represents a
parallel RL network.

By substitution of Z and Z, the following network is obtained:

.3H

o—r-nnr^

in

O

I yw ' -L
in ,3F t- in

Figure 4.2 Constant-resistance low-pass network
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Converting to a push-pull or balanced input with an impedance

of one ohm per side results in the following network:

.3H

O-

+

e.

1.5yH

son

50n

•xJUU
1.5yH

O

+ I <VW—I

o-

300pF

in

in

•3H

Figure 4.2a Balanced constant-resistance
low-pass network

Scaling to 50n per side and 100 ns delay yields:

-o

+

e

.15F

son

-o

+
ln

in

-o-

where R = bR

s ab

Rg, Ls and Cg are scaled
50n values.

R.
^>—I where b=-^ =-^ =50

ls

100ns
= 107

Figure 4.2b Scaled constant-resistance
low-pass network

The all-pass constant-resistance lattice may be realized using

similar synthesis techniques. (10, p346)

Figure 4.3 Constant-resistance lattice model



G21(s) 18.626 - 6.52s + s2

Z = 4^

18.626 + 6.52s + sz

1-G21 . 13.04s

1+G21 2sz+37.252

1
z =

zL =

1532s +
.35s

i- = .1532s +-JU
Z, .35s

a

16

This represents a par
allel LC network.

This represents a se
ries LC network.

By substitution of Z and Z, the following network is obtained:

.1532F

l/2fi

i/2n

L_| £—
•1532F

Figure 4.3a Constant-resistance lattice

Scaling the network from l/2n per side to 50n per side and from one

second to 100 ns yields: iI ,
I | 153pF

50fi

son

Figure 4.3b Scaled constant-resistance lattice
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This lattice is of the constant-resistance type, so Z. = lOOn at

all frequencies. Therefore it may be substituted for the lOOn load on

the low-pass constant-resistance network without disturbing either net

work.

The complete network then is as follows:

1.5yH VJUL/—' I—( ( I 153pF

Figure 4.4 A three-pole, two-zero
maximally flat time delay network
with constant input resistance

50n

son

This network provides the required 100 ns delay with a constant

input resistance of 50n per side.

4.2 Adjustment of Time Delay

Since it is desired to have a * 10% range of adjustment of the

delay time, some means must be found to accomplish this. From the gen

eral transfer function the low frequency delay was found to be

2b]C + bn = 2b
bnc If

1 (2.7)
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The first term involves the coefficients associated with the lat

tice and the second term involves the coefficient associated with the

low-pass network. Since it is desirable to maintain a constant input

resistance and yet keep the number of adjustments to a minimum, and

since the lattice would require at least four adjustments (two per side)

to remain balanced, the author chose to make the low-pass network pro

vide the delay variation. The 300 pF side-to-side capacitor of the low-

pass network is easily made adjustable, and the 1.5yH inductors are also

relatively easy to adjust. By providing a common adjustment for the

inductors, the total number of adjustments required is two.

It follows that the term — in the time delay expression will be

variable. Relating the coefficient c to the value of the bridging ca

pacitor and shunting inductors:

f~\ z
a

c

e .
\

e

m

6

in

Figure 4.5 Constant-resistance network model

G21(s) =
e0u;

Zb =
G?1(s)
1-G s)

21

C

V
s+c

1 - c
s+c

£ _
S

1

c



1+Z,

s^

c

^ + 1

19

o—P^nn-^—'• -O

Here — represents both the value
c r

of C and of L.e.
m

in

X
m

o- -O-

Figure 4.6 General form of the constant-resistance
low-pass network

Converting from a single-ended to a balanced network with an imped

ance of one ohm per side results in the following:

l/c,H

+ <—uv

in
e .

in m
- f-AAA^-.

l/c,H

l/2c,-
F

+

in

in

Here ~— represents the value of

the side-to-side capacitance and

- the value of the inductors.

Figure 4.6a General form of the balanced
constant-resistance low-pass network

The desired delay is one second - 10%. By substitution of the

values of b0 and bi in equation 2.7:

-T= 1 ± .1
1

.7 + 4- (seconds)

.3 ± .1 = .4 and .2

2.5 and 5.0

1
• • C = -k- = .2F and .IF

ss 2c

.4H and .2H

(4.3)
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This indicates that a * 33% range centered around the nominal value

is required of the bridging capacitor and shunting inductors to obtain

8*10% time-delay adjustment.

The bridging capacitor should thus be 300pF ± lOOpF and the induc

tors should be 1.5yH +.5yH. This completes the synthesis of the

network.
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V NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

5.1 Experimental Network

All of the experimental data shown in this section was obtained

from a network that was scaled from a 3dB bandwidth of 3.334 radians to

a 3dB bandwidth of 33.34kHz. The choice of this scaling factor allowed

the data points to be plotted directly against the calculated values

with a minimum of data conversion. Also, the instrumentation used to

obtain the data was not a limiting factor at 33.34 kHz, but at much

higher frequencies it would have been. The network used to obtain the

experimental data is shown in Figure 5.1.

o

in

238.5±79.5yH

—I 'VW i f
+ 50n

.04775

±.0159yF

50n

O

238.5±79.5yH

,0243yF

Figure 5.1 Scaled network used to obtain
experimental data

son

50n

5.2 Step Response

Laplace transform theory may be used to calculate the output

voltage versus time due to a step input voltage. This was done using a

computer program and included the response for minimum delay and maxi-
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mum delay conditions as well as the nominal delay case. The results

are shown in Figure 5.2. Also shown is the experimental result obtain

ed for the nominal case.

The ringing preceding the main response is due to the LC lattice.

Since the lattice is an all-pass network, all frequency components

present in the step are passed. Since the time delay versus frequen

cy is frequency limited, the higher frequency components, while phase-

shifted more, are not delayed in time as much as the lower frequency

components. Some phase shift between higher and lower frequencies is

therefore introduced by the network which was not present in the step

input. This results in cancellation or addition of various frequency

components, depending on their frequency and relative phase, at the

output of the network.

The resulting response may be thought of as a first output due to

high frequency components resulting in an increasing output signal.

(These components are phase-shifted -450°). The next part of the re

sponse is a result of cancellation between the high frequencies and

middle frequencies. This results in a decreasing output signal. The

middle frequencies (which are phase-shifted approximately -180°) con

tinue to cause the output to drop resulting in an actual negative output

signal. Finally, the low frequency components arrive at the output

resulting in the final rising output signal.
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5.3 Bandwidth

The bandwidth of the network is determined solely by the low-pass

input network. From the lattice transfer function,

G21(Jto) bp - to2) - jbiio
bo - to2) + jb^o

,G (ju)| =V(b0 - to2)2 +(b^g __ 1 for all u
21 V(b0 - w2)2 + (blU)2

From the low-pass network with constant input resistance,

G2i(jaj) =FTTL" G (jto)| = L
21 \£^J

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

Thus the transfer function of the low-pass network is a declining

function of frequency, with a 3dB point of to = c. The function is

shown in Figure 5.3.

For the normalized constant-resistance case the 3dB frequency

for 1.1 second, 1.0 second, and 0.9 second delay is 2.5 radians, 3.334

radians, and 5.0 radians (4.02MHz, 5.36MHz, and 8.03MHz for the 50n-

100 ns case) respectively.

If the inductors are left at their nominal value (the value for

one second delay) and only the capacitor is adjusted away from its nom

inal value (that value where RC = ^ or C = p-2) tne 3dB frequency will

always decrease. That is, increasing the capacitance decreases the 3dB

frequency, which is logical. However, decreasing the capacitance also

decreases the 3dB frequency, which is not an immediately obvious con

clusion (see Appendix for determination of 3dB point). For the maximum

capacitance setting, C = .4F and the 3dB frequency is 3.265 radians.
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For the minimum capacitance setting, C = .2F and the 3dB frequency is

3.21 radians.

5.4 Phase Shift

The phase shift of the normalized network is shown in Figure 5.4.

The curves were plotted from the expression for the phase function ob

tained on Page 8 (Eq. 2.4). A generally accepted method of evaluating

the merit of a time-delay network consists of determining when the

phase angle departs by 5% from the ideal case, which is a slope of

-1.0 when the phase angle in radians is plotted versus to. The 5%

point for the nominal one second delay occurs at to - 5.0 radians. For

the minimum delay case (slope = -.9) crossover occurs at to = 5.25 ra

dians, and for the maximum delay case (slope = -1.1) at 2.6 radians.

The nominal one second delay case represents the optimum linearity of

phase versus frequency that is possible using two zeroes and three

poles. Other techniques (2) that utilize ripple of the phase angle

versus frequency will extend the frequency at which crossover occurs,

but the ripple automatically introduces a small oscillating error ver

sus frequency, so that any measurement made using Lissajous figures

must take this error into account if maximum accuracy is desired.

A more practical evaluation of the network may be made by deter

mining the frequency at which the phase shift exceeds the ideal case by

more than a fixed number of degrees. If two degrees is used as a max

imum allowable error, the nominal case exceeds this margin at 3.25 ra

dians, the minimum delay case at 4.5 radians, and the maximum delay
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case at 2.0 radians. In practice, the range of required time delay

adjustment will fall nearer three or four percent than ten percent, so

the frequencies at which crossover occurs will be closely grouped near

3.25 radians.

5.5 Group Delay

The group time delay versus frequency of the normalized network is

plotted in Figure 5.5 for nominal, maximum, and minimum time delay set

tings. The curves were plotted using data from a computer program and

the expression for group time delay obtained on Page 8 (Eq. 2.6).

The departure from maximally flat time delay exhibited in both

the minimum and maximum delay cases was expected and is normal but un

desirable. Since the maximally flat case dictates fixed coefficients

for the transfer function and therefore for the component values, any

change of value will cause departure from the ideal. In order to cor

rect for these variations, more adjustments are required that will

alter the delay of the lattice, effectively returning the network to

the maximally flat case but at a different value of delay time. Since

one of the desired characteristics of the network is ease of adjust

ment, the author felt that the performance versus number and ease of

adjustments was optimum for the two adjustment configuration used.
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5.6 Phase Delay

The phase delay versus frequency of the normalized network is

shown in Figure 5.6. The statement was made on Page 3 that this thesis

would discuss group delay rather than phase delay, but in order to ob

tain experimental data for delay the phase delay was measured.

The calculated data was obtained from the results of the computer

program for the phase function. Since phase delay is defined as the

phase angle at some frequency divided by that frequency, the computa

tion consisted of a simple division.

From Figure 5.6 the maximum departure of the measured data from

the calculated value appears to be less than three percent.

5.7 Computer Programs

Computer programs were written to calculate the phase shift, time

delay, and magnitude of the transfer function versus frequency, and to

print out element values for the network given two input data factors.

The factors required are the impedance level per side and the time de

lay required of the network. The element values were determined using

standard synthesis procedures but carrying out the operations with gen

eral terms rather than using specific values. The result is shown in

Figure 5.7.
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All element values are in

ohms, farads, and henrys.

Figure 5.7 Equivalent circuit of the three-pole
two-zero, constant-resistance, max
imally flat time-delay network

Here Z represents the impedance per side and t represents the time

delay in seconds. The coefficients c, b0, and bx are 3.334, 18.626,

and 6.52 respectively as determined by equations 2.21, 2.22 and 2.23.
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VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has demonstrated two methods of obtaining coefficients

of polynomials used to approximate the ideal time-delay transfer func

tion. The particular function discussed was the three-pole, two-zero

approximation with constant input resistance and adjustable delay.

These methods were developed to use with functions that have an unequal

number of poles and zeroes, although they are not restricted to this

class.

The three-pole, two-zero approximation was obtained and synthe

sized. The time delay, transient response, phase shift, and voltage

transfer characteristics of the network were discussed and plotted with

both calculated and experimental data. The effect of the variable net

work elements on these characteristics was also shown.

An equivalent circuit was shown which requires only impedance and

time delay scaling factors in order to obtain element values directly.
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Constant-Resistance Networks

Development of the relations required to make the low-pass network

exhibit constant input resistance are shown below.

Figure A.l The general form of a low-pass network
capable of exhibiting constant input resistance

Z. (s)
inx '

Z. (jto) = n
inVJ ' R

RiLs + Cs

R*+Ls R,+ I
Cs

LC j2Rl+ ju(|jc_ii)
.• /R1_

R,LC +^t+ rar)
/Rlco , w\
\d r + r/

zin(j.) =

I t I'll" + w^(^.w2Rl)2+(^)2^ |C_^
(LC "w Ri)

/K] tO. 01 \

1 Mi/(fe-»2>2+'t+Ric)^:' fe 0)' ;)

In order for Zi (jto) to be a real impedance at all frequencies,

the imaginary part must equal zero. Therefore, the phase angle of the

numerator must equal the phase angle of the denominator for all to.



and

Rl to , to
R?C C

Rju , to
. L RPC

rc"" "2Ri
Ri o

LRtc " w

2 f Rl _L-0) V-k-St +R2C C; LR2ZCZ LR2C

Ri , 1 _ R]2 , Rt
R2C C L R C

L = Ri2C

-10'

lrT2!7 lrTc2" PC + LFW

R,2C
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7Rt2 , Jiu Rii+ Ri
^ L R7C; LC LhW

(from to2 terms)

(from constant terms)

Ri = R2 and ±- = R C
Ki i

These relationships between components are necessary for the net

work to exhibit constant input resistance versus frequency.

The absolute values of the components have not yet been determined.

This may be accomplished by consideration of the magnitude portion of

the expression for |Z.. (jio)|, since it must equal Rin2 for all u.
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d 2 Ri2[co'4Ri2L2C2 + co2(4L2-2R12LC) + Ri2]
Kin " to'1R1zLzCz + co^R^+L2) + Riz

For this expression to be constant for all to, the coefficients

of the co2 terms must equal one another.

4L2-2Rx2LC = R^^+L2

Substituting the previously obtained relationship L = RX2C:

4R^C2 - 2R11+C2 = R^C2* Ri4C2

1 = 1

Therefore, Rin2 = Ri2, or Rin = R: = R2.

The transfer function of the low-pass network was determined as

follows:

J21<S,=^i

but | = RC
R

L

R

Cs

R +
Cs

Cs + LRs

R +
J_ Ls+R
Cs

RCG2i(j(o) =
£ + jco w +j„

The phase function of G21(jto) is therefore found to be:

0(to) - -tan" |p =tan" wRC.
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The time delay is the derivative of the phase function and is:

T, -, _ d0(to) _ -1
T(w) - dir-ltr^"|({y+u2) RC(^+to2)

The above relationships are true when C=j^-, or when the network
exhibits constant input resistance versus to. For the case when C+ W,

the following relationships were obtained.

Transfer function:

G2](ju») - R
+ jto

f - RCto2+j2co

The 3dB point of G2i (jto)

3dB

G (jto)|2= (.707)2
21 (f " RCto2)2 + (2co)2

_R!C_ _ 1 / 1 + 2R2C2 2R2C

The phase function of G2i(jcp):

.1

'R
'I

"R^C7"

0(to) = tan"
R

L

tan

The time delay:

_R>2
L'

(-r) + to2

RCto2

T(to) - 1—FT
1

^ +2RCto2
R2C2t^+to2(4-2JjRC) +p
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The equations used to synthesize the low-pass network were ob

tained as follows:

i.
in

O

+

e.
in

^"]G21=^Tein(R+ V
~o < R

"•in RZhin b

Figure A.2 Constant-resistance network model

e. e.

For constant input impedance i. =y^- = -4^-
i n l . k

in

•. G01 = #a
21 ein R+ Zb ] + RYb

For R = In, G = -t—r
21 1 + Yi

RZL
AlsoZin = R= Za+^-

or Y. = i 1
b G2i

and Z, =
21

b 1-G
21

R2 + RZb = RZa + ZaZb + RZb

Za(R+Zb) = R2

"a ' R+ Zb ~TTZb

Y= = 1 +- Z.
a b

for R = In
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The equations used to synthesize the lattice were obtained as

follows:

i.

R

Vi = Zn I]. + Z12I2

V2 = Z21I! + z22i2

V2 =-I2R

Figure A.3 Two-port network model

V_L = 7„ _ Z12 Z21
Ii ^n Z22 + R

For a symmetrical lattice, Zn = Z22

and t1 = R (for constant input resistance)

R2 = Z222 - Z12Z 11

1 z j> O 7
+

Vl
>>

lJLj
Zb

^^ +

^-'•"
V2

1'
z

a
^~"-~* O 2'

Q- ,-pr'

Figure A.4 Symmetrical lattice model
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Figure A.4a Symmetrical lattice model drawn
as a bridge network
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2'

a b

•"•it
v°

7 - h
-22 " t

Ii = 0 2

•12

Il= 0
¥h " Za>

-21

I,= 0
X " Za>

R2 = Z222 - Z12Zn = Z Z
a"b

r = )Ll = z?1 + z?? ziiZ??
b21 " Vx ~ R + Z12 " Z12R

J21

1 +Za



1 - Z.

hi = i + z.

1 - G

1 + G
2±

21

for R = 1ft

R2 = 1 = Z ZL Za b b z
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If Z consists of a parallel LC network, then Z. consists of a

series LC network, and G21 can be found as follows:

G21(s)

Cs

Ls +

1 +

Li
es

Ls +

Cs

Cs

r (S) = LCS2 - LS + 1
b2ils; LCs2 + Ls + 1

Ls + J- - Ls-LS Cs Cs_
Is + 1_ + Ls
LS Cs Cs

s2+ Ist EC

G2i(s) may be expressed in the general form as:

G91(s) = bfi - bis + s221ls; b0 + b^ + s2

g21(joi) =^ " al: fr"
Zi b0 - toz + Jbito
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The phase function of G21(jto) is therefore found to be:

0(to) = tan" ." 1(2
bg-to

tan
-1 bjjo

br-^)0-to'
2 tan'

1 -bito
bn-to2

The time delay is the derivative of the phase function and is:

T(to)
dg(to) 2bito2-2bnbi

dto b02+toz(b1z-2b0)

Since the bridged-T network is equivalent to the lattice, the fol

lowing equivalent circuit is shown for information only. This circuit

was obtained using Bartlett's bisection theorem.

zt/c

O-L-A/VV—J-

O-i—vv\—i—*•

L-OUU-1

It/c

t/2Zc

t/2Zbr

j—nrr<*~, ""^rm.

ztVbo ztbi/bo

tb1/zbQ

Ztb^^/bQ Ztbj^/bQ

H(
t/2Zb,

-M = (-bj^/^bjj + l/2b1)Zt

Figure A.5 Bridged-T equivalent circuit
of Figure 5.7




